Protection of Children and Vulnerable Adults

Policy Statement
It’s recognised that during the course of their work, MAG representatives may come into contact with children and vulnerable adults. MAG is committed to safeguarding these individuals from harm. Any form of abuse towards children or vulnerable adults by MAG representatives or other parties will not be tolerated. All MAG representatives have a duty of care to protect children and vulnerable adults from harm and must be made aware of how concerns can be raised and dealt with.

Purpose
This policy is designed to provide guidance to all MAG representatives in all locations. Its purpose is to help MAG representatives to:

• Understand the importance of protecting children and vulnerable adults
• Know their responsibilities and how to comply with them
• Know how to respond appropriately when abuse is discovered or suspected
• Know how to report all concerns about possible abuse

Scope
The Protection of Children and Vulnerable Adults Policy applies to all MAG employees (international, national and HQ), interns, volunteers, consultants, contractors, trustees, plus accompanying partners and family members of international staff. Where employees or staff are referred to in this document, these groups of people are included. All MAG representatives must comply with the terms of this policy at all times.

Definitions
For the purposes of this policy, unless otherwise stated, the following definitions taken shall apply:

• Child: a child is deemed to be a person under the age of 18 years. (Age of consent is a separate issue and is defined locally).

• Vulnerable Adult: a vulnerable adult is a person aged 18 years or over who is at greater than normal risk of abuse because they may be unable to take care of themselves or protect themselves against harm or exploitation. This may be due to their condition, circumstance or environment. They may have learning difficulties, physical disabilities or mental illness or are dependent on someone else, because of a disability, age or illness.

• Abuse: MAG defines abuse as any act or omission which results in harm to a child or vulnerable adult. Abuse is generally accepted to usually fall into one of four categories: physical abuse, emotional abuse, sexual abuse and neglect, but may occur in any form.

• Beneficiaries: Where the term beneficiary is used this refers to someone in receipt of MAG’s assistance. This could include but is not limited to: people who will use or may use land or property made safe by MAG through clearance or survey, communities receiving risk education activities in any form, recipients of MAG training, security forces benefitting from MAG’s interventions, and populations in areas of close proximity to ammunition stores.

Application
MAG is committed to the protection of the people it works with from harm, abuse and exploitation and will take a zero tolerance approach. Whilst abuse and exploitation can occur anywhere, it is accepted that as an international humanitarian organisation, children and vulnerable adults within the communities with whom we work may be particularly vulnerable. It is recognised within the sector that any international organisation, conducting work in proximity to vulnerable people, may be targeted by potential abusers. MAG has a range of measures in place, which are set out in this policy, aimed at mitigating this risk as far as possible.
This policy is supported by MAG’s Policy on Personal Conduct (PPC) which outlines expected and appropriate standards of behaviour, and MAG’s Equal Opportunities and Dignity at Work policies. This policy and the PPC and related policies are reinforced by MAG’s Disciplinary Procedure which ensures that all matters are investigated and dealt with appropriately.

MAG will meet its duty of care to protect children and vulnerable individuals from abuse through Prevention, Reporting and Responding.

**Prevention:**
MAG will seek to minimise the risks to children and vulnerable individuals in the course of its work.

The following aspects of MAG’s recruitment process will seek to ensure that no member of staff is recruited who is likely to pose a threat to children or vulnerable adults:

- All prospective employees are asked to submit proof of identity.
- Candidates will submit a signed application form, or application support form, which includes a declaration of previous criminal convictions.
- Employment history will be scrutinised for any unexplained gaps or irregularities.
- At least two satisfactory references checks from previous employers will be taken, which include specific questions regarding a candidate’s suitability to work with children and vulnerable adults. If any concerns remain regarding gaps in employment history or suitability for work, additional reference checks will be undertaken.
- Professional qualifications will be verified.
- All staff are subject to a probationary period to further assess their suitability.
- All new staff will be given an induction which includes a briefing on the standards of behaviour within the PPC, Child Protection and Vulnerable Adults policy and related policies. New managers will be provided with further support regarding the implementation of these policies.
- MAG and its managers will seek to create a culture in which all MAG representatives promote a culture of respect and an environment where concerns can be reported openly and without prejudice.

**Reporting:**
It is mandatory for all staff to report any incidents or concerns relating to this Policy. MAG will ensure that staff and the other people that it works with are clear on what steps to take where concerns arise regarding the safety of children or other vulnerable individuals. See the Child Protection and Vulnerable Adult Reporting Guidelines, below for further information. All suspected cases of abuse must be reported through the line management chain. Where this is not appropriate, concerns should be raised with the next in-line manager, to the HQ HR Team, or to the relevant Regional Director (RD).

Anyone who is found to have deliberately or accidentally withheld information or prevented full and thorough reporting to have taken place could face disciplinary action. Anyone who is unclear about their role or responsibility should contact their CD, RD or a member of the HQ HR team to discuss this.

Under UK law, all serious issues must be reported to The Charity Commission, via MAG’s Board of Trustees. MAG has a legal responsibility to report incidents of and its management response to all safeguarding issues. The Commission’s role is to ensure the charity’s trustees are responsibly managing the incident, and where necessary, putting in place improved governance and internal controls, in order to protect the charity and its beneficiaries from further harm.

**Responding:**
MAG will ensure that action is taken to support and protect children or vulnerable adults where concerns arise. MAG views any breach of this Policy, the PPC and related policies as serious matters. These policies are reinforced by MAG’s Disciplinary Procedure, which ensures that all matters are investigated and dealt with appropriately. Where concerns are raised over possible abuse by MAG staff, it is mandatory for senior management to take such concerns very seriously and ensure that appropriate action is taken.
This will include conducting a full and proper investigation. This will involve appointing and Investigating Officer whose responsibility will be to:

- Conduct an investigation to establish the facts of the matter and gather evidence to either substantiate or refute the allegations made
- Ensure that any immediate risks to the child/vulnerable adult are managed. Where serious concerns exist and there is immediate risk to the child, action must be taken straight away in order to mitigate any further risk.
- Conduct investigatory meetings with any relevant individuals
- At the conclusion if the investigation, make a recommendation which could include:
  - disciplinary action,
  - inform national authorities,
  - providing support for the child(ren)/vulnerable adult(s) involved, and/or,
  - recommend further investigation.

It may also be necessary to inform and co-operate with relevant national and local authorities. The decision to inform local authorities will be taken on a case by case basis considering the circumstances and the relevant laws and norms of the country in question. MAG’s duty of care towards the victim and the perpetrator will be taken into consideration including the confidentiality and human rights of both parties.

Depending on the seriousness of the situation, it may be deemed necessary to convene a Crisis Management Team (CMT), Incident Management Team (IMT) or similar other mechanism to ensure that the situation is comprehensively managed and that appropriate communication with all stakeholders takes place. This body will monitor the progress of the investigation and give guidance if necessary and appropriate.

**Confidentiality:**
Any concerns raised will be treated with sensitivity and discretion. The identity of the person raising the matter will be kept confidential if so requested, for as long as possible provided that this is compatible with a proper investigation.

MAG has an obligation to ensure that any member of staff who makes a disclosure will not be penalised or suffer any adverse treatment in doing so. MAG will not tolerate any harassment or victimisation (including informal pressures) and will take appropriate action to protect staff when they raise a concern in good faith and use the procedures available to them.

**References:**
This Policy must be read in conjunction with: Policy on Personal Conduct; Equal Opportunities Policy; Dignity at Work Policy; Disciplinary Policy and Procedure; Reporting Malpractice (Whistleblowing) Policy.

**Approval and Dates:**
This policy was approved by the Management Team, HSSS Committee and the Board of Trustees
This policy comes into effect on 22 February 2018 and will be reviewed in 12 months’ time.

**Policy Owner:**
Director of Human Resources
Guidelines for the Protection of Children and Vulnerable Adults

It’s important that all MAG representatives are made aware of ways to minimise the possibility of abuse taking place and ways manage the perception which can be created through interaction with staff or vulnerable adults:

It is important for all staff and others in contact with children and vulnerable adults to:

- be aware of situations which may present risks and manage these
- plan and organise the work and the workplace so as to minimise risks
- as far as possible, be visible when working with children and vulnerable adults
- ensure that a culture of openness exists to enable any issues or concerns to be raised or discussed
- ensure that a sense of accountability exists between staff so that potentially abusive behaviour does not go unchallenged
- talk to children/vulnerable adults about their contact with staff or others and encourage them to raise any concerns
- empower children/vulnerable adults – discuss with them their rights, what is acceptable and unacceptable, and what they can do if there is a problem.

In general, it is inappropriate to:

- spend unnecessary time alone with children/vulnerable adults away from others
- take children/vulnerable adults to your home, especially where they will be alone with you.

Staff and others must never:

- hit or otherwise physically assault or physically abuse children/vulnerable adults
- develop physical/sexual relationships with children/vulnerable adults
- develop relationships with children/vulnerable adults which could in any way be deemed exploitative or abusive
- act in ways that may be abusive or may place a child/vulnerable adult at risk of abuse

Staff and others must avoid actions or behaviour that could be construed as potentially abusive or inappropriate. For example, they should never:

- use language, make suggestions or offer advice which is inappropriate, offensive or abusive
- behave physically in a manner which is inappropriate or sexually provocative
- have a child/vulnerable adult stay overnight at their home unsupervised
- sleep in the same room or bed as a child/vulnerable adult
- do things for children/vulnerable adult of a personal nature that they can do for themselves
- condone, or participate in, behaviour of children/vulnerable adults which is illegal, unsafe or abusive
- act in ways intended to shame, humiliate, belittle or degrade children/vulnerable adult, or otherwise perpetrate any form of emotional abuse
- discriminate against, show differential treatment towards, or favour particular children/vulnerable adult to the exclusion of others.

This is not an exhaustive list. Staff and others should always avoid actions or behaviour which constitute poor practice or potentially abusive behaviour or could potential be misconstrued as such.

Child Protection and Vulnerable Adult Reporting Guidelines

All MAG representatives have a duty and a right to report a suspected incident of abuse. Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action. Concerns can be raised to your line manager, the next person in the management chain, a member of the HQ HR Team or your RD.

MAG takes all concerns and reports of abuse seriously and immediate action will be taken. Staff members (or others) who report concerns will be supported throughout the process. The information you provide will be kept confidential as
as possible and all steps will be taken to ensure you are supported by management and that your protection is
considered in any actions taken.

Anyone who is found to have deliberately or accidentally withheld information or prevented full and thorough reporting
to have taken place could face disciplinary action. Allegations should be made in good faith. Any frivolous or malicious
allegations which are without foundation or allegations made for the purposes of personal gain will not be tolerated.
Staff who make such allegations may be liable to disciplinary action. Anyone who is unclear about their role or
responsibility should contact their CD, RD or a member of the HQ HR team to discuss this.

1. **What to do if you suspect that harm is taking place or has taken place:**

   - Contact your line manager, the next person in the management chain, a member of the HQ HR Team, or your RD.
   - Be sure to think about what evidence you have.
   - If possible, include dates and times of conversation(s) and any incident(s) disclosed.
   - Ensure reports are factual and as accurate as possible.
   - Try to avoid adding your opinion or making presumptions about what may have taken place.

2. **What to do if a child or adult discloses harm to you:**

   **Reassure**
   - Stay calm and reassure the individual that they have done the right thing in talking to you
   - Acknowledge how hard it must have been for them to tell you what happened
   - If you are shocked by what they are saying, try not to show it

   **Check your understanding**
   - Listen to the child/vulnerable adult. Don’t presume or come to false conclusions – stay objective.
   - Do not ask leading questions
   - Unless it’s absolutely necessary, avoid asking for additional information
   - Take what they say seriously and accept what they say

   **Talk about next steps**
   - Be honest and do not make promises you can’t keep
   - Do not promise confidentiality, but do reassure the individual that the information will be dealt with sensitivity and
   the upmost discretion.
   - Explain what you have to do next and to whom you have to talk
   - Explain and if possible seek agreement that you will have to discuss the situation with someone else and will do so
   on a ‘need to know’ basis.
   - Do not investigate and do not inform, question or confront the alleged abuser

   **Record**
   - Make some brief notes at the time and write them up more fully as soon as possible, including the date and time of
   the conversation
   - Be objective in your recording – include statements and observable things rather than your interpretations or
   assumptions

   **Act Swiftly**
   - Discuss the matter with your line manager, the next person in the management chain, a member of the HQ HR
   Team, or your RD without delay.